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ABSTRACT

We present four tools for the analysis of RNA
secondary structure. They provide animated visuali-
zation of multiple structures, prediction of potential
conformational switching, structure comparison
(including local structure alignment) and prediction
of structures potentially containing a certain kind
of pseudoknots. All are available via the Bielefeld
University Bioinformatics Server (http://bibiserv.
techfak.uni-bielefeld.de).

INTRODUCTION

The Bielefeld University Bioinformatics Server (BiBiServ)
supports internet-based collaborative research and education in
bioinformatics. It was established in 1996 and currently provides
a variety of 15 software tools (summarized in Table 1), together
with a repository of educational material. These resources
are accessible at http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de. This
article restricts itself to four tools offered for the analysis of
RNA secondary structure.

THE BiBiServ RNA STUDIO

The BiBiServ RNA Studio is a collection of tools for the analysis
of RNA secondary structure. Most of the tools are dedicated to
dealing with more than just one structure in one way or another.
They expect structures determined experimentally, delivered by
comparative studies or predicted by other programs like
MFOLD (1) or RNAfold (2). While it is planned to integrate
these tools more closely in the future, currently it is the user’s
responsibility to channel the data through a multi-step analysis.

There are many occasions where one has to deal with a set of
related RNA secondary structures: analyzing a set of near-
optimal structures, the folding path of an RNA molecule or the
reshaping of a structure that acts as a conformational switch.
Comparing structures by merely looking at them is rather
difficult. RNA Movies is a system for the visualization of
multiple RNA secondary structures in the form of animated
structure graphics. In an animated series of structures, common
features stand still while the eye is caught by those who
change. RNA Movies thus creates the impression of an
RNA-molecule moving through its own 2D structure space.
This dynamic effect can only be presented imperfectly on
paper (Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Material shows an
animation of a potential re-folding path of a conformational
switch in the ribosomal protein S15 mRNA of Escherichia coli).

The visualization is presented in the paradigm of a video-
player, providing buttons for moving forward, backward, single
step etc., combined with layout options (labelled/unlabelled,
bonds, computer screen/public presentation, static screenshot
as GIF or postscript). The speed of the animation is controlled
by adjusting the number of interpolations computed between
two successive structures.

Doing pure visualization, RNA Movies is not responsible for
the content it shows. Movie scripts are generated by other
programs or can even be written by hand. The format uses
plain text and structures are written in the dot-parenthesis
notation also used in the RNAfold package. There are two
versions of RNA Movies: the C version uses the Mesa graphics
library and is available for download only. The WWW version,
written in Java, is currently under revision.

There are various cases where the biological function of an
RNA molecule involves a reversible change of conformation.
paRNAss is a software approach to predict the potential of
conformational switching in RNA. It is based on three

RNA Movies Animated visualization of a series of RNA secondary
structures

Input: A movie ‘script’ in text format
Output: Structure graphics, animation, screenshots as GIFs or

postscript
Performance: O(kn), no apparent limits
Tool authors: Dirk Evers
References: (3)
URL http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/rnamovies/

paRNAss Prediction of Alternating RNA Secondary Structures
Input: RNA sequence
Output: Hypothetical switch conformations, transition path as

RNA Movie
Performance: O(n3 þ n2s2), where s is the sample size

75 s for a sequence of length 75 and sample size 50
Tool authors: Dirk Haase, Marc Rehmsmeier, Robert Giegerich
References: (4)
URL http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/parnass/
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hypotheses about the secondary structure space of a switching
RNA molecule, which can be evaluated by RNA folding and
structure comparison. In the positive case, the predicted
structures must be verified experimentally.

In order to be predicted as a potential conformational switch,
the folding space of an RNA molecule must satisfy the
following conditions:

� There must be two local minima in the folding space close to
the energetic optimum. They must be significantly different,
as they represent two positions of the switch with different
regulatory function.

� The structures residing in these minima must be clearly
separated by an energy barrier, to ensure that each
confirmation is stable and switching is triggered by external
events.

� The folding space must not provide another (third) local
minimum, as we assume that the RNA automatically finds
the alternative position once the change is triggered.

Note that the folding space can contain tens or hundreds of
local minima. Only the last condition brings about statistical
significance and it is the essential feature checked by
paRNAss. This is done by sampling the near-optimal solution
space, and evaluating the pairwise similarities of the structures.
This sampling is expensive, but necessary, since RNA folding
programs cannot compute local minima of the folding space
only. Three different notions of structural similarity are used.
Figure 1 (and Fig. S2 in the Supplementary Material) shows
the two structures predicted for S15 mRNA of E.coli, known

to be a conformational switch (5). Figure S1 in the
Supplementary Material visualizes a possible transition path
between the two alternative conformations as movie.

While there are several programs available that compare two
RNA secondary structures and compute a distance or a
similarity score, none of them produces a structure alignment.
This is the purpose of RNA Forester. RNA structures are
represented as trees or more generally, sequences of trees,
called forests. The alignment model underlying RNA Forester
is the mathematically faithful generalization of sequence
alignments to trees.

Global and local similarity alignments of RNA structures
can be computed by a new algorithm that generalizes the

Table 1. BiBiServ tool synopsis

Name Purpose Availability Input Output

Genome comparison
AGenDa Align-based gene detection B DNA sequence Exon list, alignment graphics
MGA Multiple Genome Aligner D DNA sequence Alignment
REPuter Fast computation of repeats in

complete genomes
B, D DNA sequence Repeats and their position

Alignments
AltAVisT Alternative Alignment Visualization Tool B DNA-/protein sequence Alignment
DCA Divide-and-Conqueror Multiple Alignment B, D DNA-/protein sequence Alignment
DIALIGN Multiple sequence alignments B, D, E DNA-/protein sequence Alignment
JALI Jumping Alignments B,D Protein sequences and

multiple alignment
Alignment

TSDA Pairwise alignment of recombinant
DNA sequences

B,D Scoring parameter, DNA sequences Alignment

Primer design
GeneFisher Design of degenerate PCR primers;

also for single primer PCR
B Unaligned DNA-/protein sequence Primer sequences

RNA-studio
paRNAss Prediction of Alternate RNA

Secondary Structures
B RNA sequence Predicted confirmations

pknotsRG RNA folding and thermodynamic matching;
including pseudoknots

B RNA sequence MFE structure, best pseudoknot

RNA Forester RNA structure alignment and motif discovery B RNA secondary structures Global/local structure alignment
RNA Movies Animated visualization of a series

of RNA secondary structures
D Movie script Structure graphics, animation

Evolutionary relationship
ROSE Random-model Of Sequence Evolution B, D Model parameter, required data size Sequence families
SplitsTree Distance-based phylogeny reconstruction

based on split decomposition
B, D, E Matrix of pairwise distances Split decomposition graph

Availability code: B, available as BiBiServ WWW Tool; D, available for download; E, also available elsewhere.

RNA Forester RNA structure alignment and motif discovery
Input: Two or more RNA secondary structures (Vienna notation)
Output: Global (pairwise or multiple) or local structure alignment

and similarity score/distance
Performance: O(jF1jjF2jdeg(F1)deg(F2)(deg(F1) þ deg(F2))), where jFij

is the number of nodes in forest Fi and deg(Fi) is the
degree of Fi, for i¼ 1,2.

10 s for two sequences of length 235
3.35 min for two sequences of length 550

Tool authors: Matthias Höchsmann
References: In preparation
URL http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/rna-forester/
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Smith–Waterman algorithm from sequence to tree data. It finds
the most similar substructure within two arbitrary structures.
Hence it can discover conserved structural motifs in the
absence of sequence conservation. Note that the best conserved
substructures need not be aligned to each other in the best
global alignment of two structures, hence the local alignment
option is the more versatile technique.

Dynamic programming over a tree domain is more
sophisticated than over sequences, and the implementation

uses carefully designed indexing schemes to achieve good
space and time efficiency. The resulting alignments are drawn
in a color code, highlighting common features, deviations, and
compensatory base changes. Figure 2 shows a global
alignment of the E.coli alanin and leucin tRNA structure as
computed by RNA Forester.

Computing the RNA structure of minimal free energy (MFE)
including pseudoknots in the standard thermodynamic model
has been shown to be an NP-complete problem. Hence,
pseudoknots will remain excluded from standard RNA folding
programs, in spite of the fact that they are structural features of
great interest. The specialized program pknotsRE by Rivas and
Eddy (6) requires O(n6) time and O(n4) space to recognize the
class of chained simple recursive pseudoknots. The BiBiServ
tool pknotsRG restricts further to the class of canonical simple
recursive pseudoknots, still general enough to cover many
cases of pseudoknots reported in the literature. It achieves
efficiency O(n4) time and O(n2) space, allowing to fold
sequences up to 400 nt within 1–2 h.

The longer an RNA molecule, the more important the actual
folding path and the less we can rely on the MFE structure
predicted by folding programs. The MFE structure may not
contain the pseudoknot actually present in the native structure.
The program provides the option to compute the best
pseudoknot contained in any feasible structure for the input
RNA sequence, where ‘best’ is defined as minimal value of
free energy for a pseudoknot substructure, divided by the
length of sequence involved in the pseudoknot.

Figure 3 shows the text output returned by pknotsRG for the
pseudoknot in the RNA sequence of turnip yellow
mosaic virus. A pseudoknot is indicated by square and curly
brackets.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary Material is available at NAR Online.

Figure 1. Two structures predicted by paRNAss for S15 mRNA of E.coli
(X01073), known to be a conformational switch (5).

Figure 2. RNA Forester: squiggle-plot of the structure alignment of the tRNAs
for alanine and leucine. Bases printed in black show structure elements
that occur in both structures with the same sequence. Sequence variations
are displayed by using red letters. Bases or base pairs that can only be found
in alanine are printed in blue, while bases that only occur in leucine are printed
in green.

Figure 3. Text output from pknotsRG for the pseudoknot in the RNA sequence of turnip yellow mosaic virus.

pknotsRG RNA folding and thermodynamic matching, including
pseudoknots

Input: RNA sequence
Output: MFE-structure (knotted or not), or best pseudoknot
Performance: O(n4) time, O(n2) space

15 s/9 Mb for sequence of length 100
1.20 h/256 Mb for sequence of length 400

Tool authors: Jens Reeder, Robert Giegerich
References: In preparation
URL http://bibiserv.techfak.uni-bielefeld.de/pknotsrg/
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